You say black, you say black,
you say black.
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Bicycle Race...Concert Score
For lust - toned gals They'll be si - ding to - day So look out for those baw - fes oh.

Fat bot tomed - girls
They'll be rid - ing
to - day
So look out for those baw - fes oh.
Bicycle Race...Concert Score

V1

V2/Solo

Alto

Tenor

Bariton

Tpt.

Tpt.

Tpt.

Tpt.

Tbn.

Sousa

Rhy.
Drums solo OPEN All make bicycle bell sounds

Drums solo: 3x repeat many x's flexibly and subtly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo
I say "Cheese"

Car - ti- su

I say "Peace"

In - con - tas

I say Jesus I don't con - ci - de to

Vi - et Nam or Wa - ter - gate all I won - na do is

Come

Sus

I don't wan na be

Can - di - date

Don't - na

Dis - tire - gate

All
Bicycle Race...Concert Score

Vi

V2 Solo

Alto

Alto

Tenor

Tenor

Bass

Tpt.

Tpt.

Tpt.

Tpt.

Tbn.

Tbn.

Bari

E9

E13

E13

B6

D13

G7

C7

F7

C7

G7

F7

G7

C7

F7

G7
I want to ride my bike
I want to ride my bike
I want to ride it where I like.

Rall.  P

ppp to nothing

Rhy.
Bicycle Race...Voice 1

want to ride my bicycle I want to ride my bike

I

want to ride my bicycle I want to ride my bike

Bicycle races are coming your way So for-

get all your duties Oh yeah

Fat bottomed girls They'll be riding today So look

out for those beauties oh yeah

On your marks, get set, go!

\( \text{Tempo Primo} \)

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

Fermata last X only

\( \text{Tempo Primo} \)

Bi - cy - cle race Bi - cy - cle race Bi - cy - cle race

Bi - cy - cle Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle I want to ride my
Bicycle Race...Voice 1

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

Accelerando to Tempo 1

Band Vocal

I say "Cheese" I say "Please"

I say Je sus I don't wan-na be a can-di-date for Vi-et Nam or Wa-ter-gate all I wan-na do is
want to ride my bicycle
I want to ride my bike

I want to ride my bicycle
I want to ride it where I like.
Bicycle Race

Freddie Mercury/Queen

\( \frac{1}{4} = 132 \) (60's Miles Swing Feel)

Voice 2/Solo

Arrangement © 2020 Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
Bicycle Race...Voice 2/Solo

\[\text{Tempo} \quad \text{Primo} \quad \text{rall.}\]

\[\text{Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds}\]

\[\text{Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo}\]

\[\text{Accelerando to Tempo} \quad \text{A tempo}\]

You say coke
You say John
Hot Dog
You say smile

Cart - ti - er?
Income tax

Band Vocal

rall.
...
Bicycle Race

\( \text{ff} \)

\( \text{sfz} \)

\( \text{mp} \)

Arrangement © 2020 Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
Bicycle Race...Alto 1

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue
Bicycle Race...Alto 1

73

77

Fermata last X only

81

85 \textbf{H} \quad \textit{j=132 Tempo Primo}

mf

89 \textbf{I} \quad \textbf{fff}

92

95 \textbf{J} \quad \textbf{rall.}

98 \textbf{K} \quad \textbf{Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds}

99 \textbf{L} \quad \textbf{Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo,}
Bicycle Race...Alto 1

M

Accelando to Tempo 1

accel.

A tempo

101

105

111

114

117

Band Vocal

Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

121

bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

124

ppp

128

rall.

to nothing
Bicycle Race

\( \text{ff} \)

\( \text{p} \)

\( \text{sfz} \)

\( \text{sfz} \)

Arrangement © 2020 Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
Open solo Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue
Bicycle Race...Alto 2

Tempo Primo

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

Accelerando to Tempo 1

A tempo
Bicycle Race...Alto 2

114

\( \text{Bicycle bicycle bicycle bicycle} \)

117

\( \text{O Band Vocal} \)

\( \text{Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle} \)

121

\( \text{Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle} \)

124

\( \text{PP} \)

\( \text{ppp rall.} \)

\( \text{to nothing} \)
Bicycle Race

ff

sfz

f

sfz

ff

mf

p
Bicycle Race... Tenor 1

\[ \text{Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue} \]

\[ \text{\( \frac{1}{2} \)=264 Double X} \]
Bicycle Race... Tenor 1

Fermata last X only

\(\text{Tempo Primo}\)

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

\(\text{A tempo}\)

\(\text{pp ff}\)
Bicycle Race...Tenor 1

114

\[ \text{pp} \]

117

\text{Band Vocal}

121

\text{Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle}

124

\text{PP}

128

\text{rall.}

\text{to nothing}
Bicycle Race... Tenor 2

42  E  \mp

46

50

54

F  \fff

G  \=264 Double X
Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

61

65

69

73

77
Bicycle Race...Tenor 2

Fermata last X only

81

\( \text{mf} \)

85 \( \text{H} \)

\( \text{ff} \)

89 \( \text{I} \)

\( \text{fff} \)

92

\( \text{J} \)

\( \text{rall.} \)

95

\( \text{K} \)

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

99 \( \text{L} \)

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

101 \( \text{M} \)

Accelerando to Tempo 1

105 \( \text{N} \)

\( \text{pp ff} \)

111
Bicycle Race... Tenor 2

Band Vocal

Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

PPP
rall.

to nothing
Bicycle Race...Bari

42  E

46

50

54

F

fff  =264 Double X

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

61  G

65

69

73

77
Bicycle Race...Bari

Fermata last X only

81

85 refill Tempo Primo

89 refill

92

95 refill rall.

98

K Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

99 L Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

101 Accelerando to Tempo 1

105

111
Bicycle Race...Bari

114

117

Band Vocal

121

124

128

PPP rall.

to nothing
Bicycle Race...Trumpet 1

Harmon

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

Harmon out
Bicycle Race...Trumpet 1

Fermata last X only

81

\( \text{accel.} \)

\[ \text{Accelerando to Tempo 1} \]

\[ A \text{ tempo} \]

85

\( \text{H} \)

\[ \text{Tempo Primo} \]

\[ \text{fff} \]

91

\[ \text{rall.} \]

\[ \text{Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds} \]

98

\[ \text{Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo} \]

101

\[ \text{fff} \]
Bicycle Race...Trumpet 1

105
109

pp ff

113

pp ff

117
Band Vocal

Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

121
bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

124
PPP

128
rall.

to nothing
Bicycle Race... Trumpet 2

Harmon

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

Open

Harmon out

2
Bicycle Race...Trumpet 2

Tempo Primo

Fermata last X only

Rall.

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

A tempo
Bicycle Race...Trumpet 2

105

113

117

Band Vocal

Bicycle bicycle bicycle bicycle

121

Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

124

PPP

128 rall.

to nothing
Trumpet 3

Bicycle Race

\( \text{j}=132 \) (60's Miles Swing Feel)

Freddie Mercury/Queen

\[ \text{ff} \]

\[ \text{sfz} \]

\[ \text{mp} \]

\[ \text{mf} \]

Arrangement © 2020 Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
Bicycle Race... Trumpet 3

35 To Harmon

[E] Harmon

42 mp

46

50

54 Harmon out

[F] Open

58 fff

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

61 G 264 Double X

65

69
Bicycle Race...Trumpet 3

Fermata last X only

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

Accelerando to Tempo 1

A tempo
Bicycle Race

Freddie Mercury/Queen

\[ j=132 \text{ (60's Miles Swing Feel)} \]

Arrangement © 2020 Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
Bicycle Race... Trumpet 4

To Harmon

Harmon

mp

Harmon out

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue

Double X

2

2

2
Bicycle Race...Trumpet 4

73

77

81

85

\[ \text{Tempo Primo} \]

89

\[ \text{fff} \]

91

95

\[ \text{rall.} \]

98

\[ \text{K} \]

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

99

\[ \text{L} \]

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

101

\[ \text{M} \]

Accelerando to Tempo 1

\[ \text{ff} \]

\[ \text{A tempo} \]
Trombone 1

Bicycle Race

\( \text{ff} \)

\( \text{f} \)

\( \text{sfz} \)

Arrangement © 2020 Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
Bicycle Race...Trombone 1

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue
Bicycle Race... Trombone 1

\( \text{Tema} \) Primo

\( \text{Tempo}=132 \)

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo
accel.

Bicycle Race... Trombone 1

A tempo

101 Accelerando to Tempo 1

105

109

113

117

121

124

128 rall.

Band Vocal

In stand-dark

PPP

to nothing
Bicycle Race...Trombone 2

Open solo-Saxo BG on cue, add brass BG on cue
Bicycle Race... Trombone 2

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tempo Primo} & \quad \text{H} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{mf} \\
\text{ff}
\end{array} & \quad \text{I} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{fff}
\end{array} & \quad \text{J}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds} & \quad \text{K} \\
\text{Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo} & \quad \text{L}
\end{align*}
\]
accel. - - - -  'Bicycle Racé...Trômbonë 2' - - - A tempo

101  Accelerando to Tempo 1

105  N

110

114

117  Band Vocal

121

124  In stand-dark

128  rall.

to nothing
Trombone 3

Bicycle Race
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Bicycle Race...Trombone 3

73

77

Fermata last X only

81

H \( \frac{2}{4} \) \( \text{\textit{Tempo Primo}} \)

85

mf

89 \( \text{\textbf{fff}} \)

92

95 \( \text{\textit{rall.}} \)

98

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

99

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo
Bicycle Race

Accelerando to Tempo 1

Band Vocal

Bicycle Bicycle Bicycle Bicycle

Bicycle Bicycle Bicycle Bicycle

PPP

rall.

to nothing
Sousaphone

Bicycle Race

Freddie Mercury/Queen

\( \frac{\text{ff}}{6} \)

\( \frac{\text{q}=264 \text{ Double X}}{6} \)

Arrangement © 2020 Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
Bicycle Race...Sousaphone

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo

accel.

Accelando to Tempo 1
Bicycle Race...Sousaphone

105

111

117

121

124

pp ff

pp ff

Band Vocal

Bicycle

Bicycle

Bicycle

Bicycle

rall.

ppp

to nothing
Rhythm

Bicycle Race

\( \frac{\text{bb}}{4} = 132 \) (60's Miles Swing Feel)

Freddie Mercury/Queen

\[ \text{Eb/F} \quad \text{D}^+7(9) \quad \text{Db}^\Delta13 \quad \text{A}^+7(9) \quad \text{Ab}_{-11} \]

\[ \text{ff} \]

5 \quad \text{G}^\Delta7 \quad \text{F}^#_{-11} \quad \text{B}^\Delta13(b9) \]

A

8 \quad \text{Bb}_{-11} \]

p

12 \quad \text{Gb}^\Delta7(b5) \quad \text{B}^\Delta7(b5) \]

B

16 \quad \text{Bb}_{-11} \quad \text{A}^+7(9) \quad \text{D}^7(9) \quad \text{G}^13 \]

f

20 \quad \text{G}^7(#11) \quad \text{Gb}^7 \quad \text{F}_{-11} \quad \text{E}^13(b9) \quad \text{Eb}^9 \quad \text{Ab}^11 \]

sfz

24 \quad \text{Ab}^11 \quad \text{G}^7(#11) \quad \text{N.C.} \]

C

28 \quad \text{Eb/F} \quad \text{D}^+7(9) \quad \text{Db}^\Delta13 \quad \text{A}^+7(9) \quad \text{Ab}_{-11} \]

\[ \text{ff} \]

32 \quad \text{G}^\Delta7 \quad \text{F}^#_{-11} \quad \text{B}^\Delta13(b9) \quad \text{mp} \]

\[ \text{mf} \]
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Bicycle Race...Rhythm

\[ \text{D} \]
\[ Bb_{-11} \]

\[ \text{p} \]
\[ \text{Gb}_7(#11) \]

\[ \text{E} \]
\[ F^7(\text{sus4}) \]
\[ \text{D}_b^{-7}/F \]
\[ \text{B}^{-7}/F \]

\[ \text{F} \]
\[ \text{Db}^{-7}/\text{F} \]
\[ \text{F}_b^7(\text{sus4}) \]

\[ \text{G} \]
\[ \text{B}^7(\text{sus4}) \]
\[ \text{B}_b^7(\text{sus4}) \]

\[ \text{D} \]
\[ \text{Db}^{-7}/\text{F} \]
\[ \text{B}^{-7}/\text{F} \]

\[ \text{F} \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]
\[ \text{A}^7(b9) \]
\[ \text{D}_b^{-6} \]

\[ \text{fff} \]
\[ \text{D} \]
\[ \text{Db}^7 \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]

\[ \text{G} \]
\[ \text{D} \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]

\[ \text{D} \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]

\[ \text{D} \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]
\[ \text{Bb}^7 \]
Bicycle Race...Rhythm

73  D-  Bb13  A♭13(#11)

77  G13  G♭13(b9)

81  F13  E+7(+9)  A+7(+9)  Fermata last X only

*=132 Tempo Primo

Play anticipations on background only

85  N.C.  N.C.  N.C.  N.C.

mf  ff

89  B♭Δ7/C  A♭Δ7(#5)  D♭Δ13  D♭♭Δ7

fff

93  E-11  E♭+7(+9)

J  rall.

95  FΔ7(#11)  E♭7  D♭13  CΔ7  B♭Δ7/C

K

Drum solo-OPEN-All make bicycle bell sounds

98

L

Drum solo BG-repeat many x's-Start slowly and softly, gradually accelerate, crescendo, and disintegrate into wild free time jam behind drum solo
Bicycle Race...Rhythm

Accelerando to Tempo 1

Tempo

A tempo

F

pp

f

ff

N

Bb-11
A+7(+9)
D7(+9)
G13

G7(#11) Gb7 F-11 E13(b9) Eb9 Ab11

G7(#11) C-11 D-11 E-11

Band Vocal

Eb/F

pp

ff

Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

Bb-11

G^7

F#-11

B13(b9)

Bb-11

Bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle bi - cy - cle

ppp

rall.

G^7(b5)

ppp

to nothing